In this paper we have to study on the problem of 'Corruption' in 
I.
Introduction:
We have to study some formulae on "Corruption" in the difference equation form is known as Mathematical Corruption Model. The objective of mathematical analysis is to provide some general understanding of discrete models for corruption such as this, so that we can determine how the system behaves without having to iterate it numerically. Numerical iteration tells us only what one particular trajectory of the system will be through time. We had potentially had to do much iteration to get a general picture of the behavior of the system, and mathematical analysis saves us from having to do this. These mathematical discrete models for corruptions formulae are as of the following:
 Note that if the value of Ҝ is more than 1 then we choose or take the value of Ҝ is approximately to 1 but not equal to 1. All the above Mathematical discrete corruption model formulae are used for measuring as well as controlling the corruption in the society of any country of the world.
II. Methodology:
We have to use the seven steps of mathematical modelling process for solving the problem of corruption in the society of any country of the world. The mathematical modelling process is the translation from rest of the world to the Mathematics world. Also we know that rest of world means outside mathematics that is nature, society, everyday life and other scientific disciplines. So first we understand the real problem "corruption" then make a real model after that by using mathematical operations we get mathematical model then using some assumptions we get mathematical result then interpreting this mathematical result if it is true we get the final result otherwise revise the model. This process is known as "Mathematical modeling". It is as follows: 
III.
Some Illustrations for measuring the Corruption in the Society:
Corruption may be defined as an illegal selling of a public entity that is government, public corporation, public charity etc. property or services for gain or bribe to the seller not to the public entity. In the society Corruption problems are everywhere in various cities and various villages in any country of the world. We have observed that the "Common Man" in the society faced Corruption problem in obtaining 11 (eleven) different public services such as: * Income Tax bureaucracy * Municipal Services * Judiciary * Rural Financial Institution (RFI) * Land Administration * Police (crime/traffic) * Education: Public Schools/colleges and other Institutions * Water Suppliers * Electricity Suppliers * Government Hospitals * Ration/Aadhar Card Suppliers. Here we have to explain one illustration for public services. There is as of the following:
3.1: Income Tax bureaucracy:
We have known that in India the most of the people have paid Income tax from 15 August, 1947 but also among these maximum numbers of people have not paid (full or less) or miss the Income tax. So I will try to find how many people"s have paid Income tax or not or less from 15 August 1947. We assume that first ten years period that is 15 August, 1947 to 15 August, 1957; the 0.5% people of total population 35 crore had paid Income tax. That is C(0)= 0.175 crore when t=0; after t=10 years Mathematical Model Period, C(t)= 0.30625 crore that is 7/4 of C(0). Therefore we find the value of Mathematical E-virus Constant Ҝ. We know that the Mathematical E-virus Constant Model with related time formula in the difference equation We have observed from Table-I, Table- For every time we have used mathematical modelling that means we have given a real world problem "Corruption" that is "for removing corruption from the society" convert this problem in to the mathematics problem. Further by using seventh step of mathematical modelling, we have found mathematical corruption model with difference equation form. Then for every mathematical model period we can found mathematical result and when we compare this mathematical result with the real world mathematical result if it is true then we get mathematical solution of the real world problem.
IV. Conclusion:
In this paper we have studied the topic for measuring and removing corruption from the society by using mathematical modelling. Also we have observed and it concluded that the real world problem "corruption" from the society when we convert this problem in to mathematics problem then we get some models such as "Mathematical Corruption Model, Mathematical Corruption Control Model, Mathematical Corruption-Development Model, Mathematical Development Model and Mathematical E-virus Constant Model". They are used for measuring as well as removing the corruption from the society of any country of the world. Also we know that India is the largest democracy in the world. So it continues to struggle on a daily basis to fight corruption in the various fields of the society such as in politics at both the national and local levels different government as well as private offices. In India, there are a rich diversity of languages, cultures and traditions, nothing is more important to reconciling all the differences than the right for vote. However, the democratically elected government seemingly does nothing to bridge the enormous gap between the rich and the poor and to make the lives of the 500 or 600 million people living below the poverty line any better. Also we know in India there are more people living in poverty than any other nation and therefore for finding a solution to these basic issues of human rights has recently taken a backseat to nuclear weapons testing and other extravagant nationalist issues on the Indian political agenda.
Furthermore, the instability and corruption of the government since India won its independence in 15 August, 1947 has discouraged the long-term investments that are needed to drive economic growth. The fact of the matter is that India is on far with the United States as one of the models of democracy in the world; yet, India is far behind the United States in its economic development. There can only be one explanation for India"s unimpressive economic record and maximum peoples living in poverty the unprecedented political corruption and instability that can so easily be seen at all levels of government. Unfortunately, there are very few means for the citizens to fight the corruption in the current system. In this connection we have seen from the above two illustrations that the total number of people have income tax holder and among these people, approximately 50% people have paid income tax sincerely. There are shown of the following: The above table shows that the comparatively mathematical study between the real world problem and mathematics world. Also we check the validity from the above two results that is both the results are approximately equal. That is our Mathematical Corruption Model is valid for the above illustrations.
